MEM Lab Archived News:

**September 03, 2013**
The MEM Lab is happy to welcome Lauren Costello, Natalie Pagano, and Vanessa Brayman as research assistants this semester! Look for Lauren, Natalie, and Vanessa under the ‘People’ page.

**August 21, 2013**
First year Psychology graduate students have arrived at Tech, and the MEM Lab is enthusiastic to have Paul Hill join us this fall! Look for Paul under the “People” page.

**August 19, 2013**
"Parahippocampal Cortex Activation During Context Reinstatement Predicts Item Recollection." by Rachel A. Diana, Andrew P. Yonelinas, & Charan Ranganath was recently accepted for publication! An abstract of this paper can be found on PubMed.

**August 12, 2013**
Stephanie has finished her 10 weeks in the MAOP program at Virginia Tech after presenting her Multi-Voxel Pattern Analysis project this week. Thanks for all your hard work and good luck this year Stephanie!

**June 01, 2013**
The MEM Lab is excited to welcome its new lab manager, Tanner Hurley, and MAOP summer intern, Stephanie Vu! We are looking forward to a great summer with these two new members!

**January 22, 2012**
As the spring semester gets underway, the MEM Lab is happy to welcome new undergraduate research assistants Joseph DeRoma and Alex Jones. You can read more about our newest members on the “People” page.

**August 27, 2012**
Classes are back in session, and the MEM Lab is happy to welcome new graduate students Fang Wang and Meagan O’Neill. Best of luck to them as they begin their graduate education!

**August 13, 2012**
The MEM Lab is celebrating the arrival of Dr. Vicky Hsiao-Wei Tu! She recently completed a postdoctoral position at Yerkes National Primate Research Center and started her position as a postdoctoral fellow in our lab today.

**August 3, 2012**
Ashley Fehr presented her summer research project entitled "Memory for Non-Spatial Context and Parahippocampal Cortex Activation" at the Virginia Tech Summer Research Symposium in both poster
and slide presentation form. Ashley has had a tremendously successful summer in the lab both piloting behavioral participants and collecting preliminary fMRI data on this project. We are sorry to see her go but we wish her well in her Senior year at Christopher Newport University and continued success as she moves on to graduate school!

**July 22, 2012**

"Adaptation to cognitive context and item information in the medial temporal lobes" by Rachel A. Diana, Andrew P. Yonelinas, & Charan Ranganath was accepted for publication in the special issue of Neuropsychologia that honors the many contributions of Dr. Andrew Mayes to the field. The online version of the paper is available here: http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0028393212003314?v=s5

**July 10, 2012**

The MEM lab collected its first fMRI data today at the Blacksburg branch of the Virginia Tech Carilion Research Institute Human Neuroimaging Lab. It's a big day!

**June 18, 2012**

Roger Strong joined the lab as full-time Lab Manager. Roger recently received his BS in Neuroscience from Washington & Lee University. Welcome Roger!

**May 31, 2012**

Ashley Fehr joined the lab as a summer intern with the Multicultural Academic Opportunities Program. Ashley is a rising senior at Christopher Newport University where she is a double major in Psychology and Philosophy. Welcome Ashley!

**May 5, 2012**

Rachel Diana was invited to join the Memory Disorders Research Society. The Memory Disorders Research Society is a professional society dedicated to the study of memory and memory disorders. Membership in the society is by invitation only, and is open only to individuals with a faculty appointment. The society meets once every year. Members of the MDRS are engaged in a broad range of basic and clinical research, with the general aim of determining how memory works and how it malfunctions. For more info, visit: http://www.memory-disorders.org/